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A NEW START
What an obvious title for January 2019 you may say to yourself!  And you would be right!  But before we 
begin, may I be one of the first to wish you a Happy New Year, and usher you into what will be a (dare 
I say it) kick ass year!  As the great Winston Churchill once said, “However beautiful the strategy, you 
should occasionally look at the results.”  And so this shall be our philosophy for the next 12 months.  
Great marketing offer?  Fail proof investment strategy being offered?  No matter, this is the year where 
you will do one simple task – test everything!

Before I continue and on a more somber note – it is with great sadness that I must announce the depar-
ture of one of our longest standing employees, Ruth Brissenden.  Many of you have had the opportunity 
to work with Ruth directly in the last several years, especially during my pregnancy.  Though quiet in 
nature, Ruth has always been an extremely detailed-oriented person, and expressed her caring for you 
via the time dedicated to your file.  She has always had an impressive work ethic, so it is with a bit of 
sadness that the firm must say goodbye.

Ruth has always had an interest in social justice, environmental more precisely.  Personally, I am at 
home in the field I have chosen, and that calling is the drive that gets me out of bed every morning 
(… that and the fact that Kai and Shae jump on my bed too!      ).  However, there comes a time when 
someone feels the pull towards another arena, and that time has come for Ruth.  

As selfish as we would want to be and keep her, we would never stand in the way of another person’s 
dream.  Thus, we wish her the best of luck!  Luckily, we are very, very lucky to bring on-board another 
member whose name you will quickly become familiar with – Jason Fuller.

Jason has over a decade of experience in all things estate planning, so we will not lose a beat on that end.  
Furthermore, Jason actually enjoys dealing with clients face-to-face regularly, so don’t be shocked if he 
takes the initiative to call you directly!  He has great family values and likewise seems to have the gift 
for attention to details.  

So, as I stated from the title of this article, this is a ‘new start,’ and in more ways than one!

There you have it, growth and change.  How’s that for living up to what we preach?  But remember, 
growth happens when you have a strong foundation, and if you do not have your estate planning docu-
ments in order, now is the time.  2019 is the year!  So stop dragging your feet.  From your family’s well-
being, to your business health, and getting all your legal documents in order; let us assist you with those 
formalities once and for all.

We are 19 years into the 21st Century…  Let’s take a moment to think about that now.  Though 19 years 
is no small amount of time, we feel it has gone by in a blink.  This goes to show how fragile and precious 
life is.  Let us not take it for granted.  This is how we will start this year together, with gratitude.  

Truth be told, these years have taught us what only time can teach – experience.  Do something 
long enough, you will become proficient at it. Get enough “deals of a lifetime,” and you understand 
that opportunities are abound.  If you have played your cards right, you will have picked up some 
wisdom along the way.  So let’s make 2019 a year of contemplation and exponential growth.  Now that 
knowledge is ingrained, let us put it to use!

For this month’s book review, we thought it appropriate to have an interesting read on history and 
what can be learned from our past.  We will have an article on how to get your 2019 year going and 
maintaining a successful track.  As usual, our partners will chime in with their perspective for 2019.  

To kick off the year, stay committed to getting your legal and financial affairs in order.   When is the 
time to do your estate plan you ask?  Now!  Who should handle the legal drafting for you?  How dare 
you ask that question!      We continue to be here to serve you and your family.  Happy 2019!
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The end of 2018 was closed off nicely, and the overall year ended on a great note.  After an exhaustive yet fulfilling year, the 

last few weeks enabled us to gather as a group and get ready for a fresh start.  

New Year, new challenges!  Here we go!  

As usual, we will provide you throughout the year with helpful legal and financial tips you can use in your personal life.  

As of the writing of this article, we do not yet know what the final estate planning numbers will be for 2019.  Whatever the 

government decides, I suggest we stick to our plans.   That is the great thing about principles.  When applied in the right 

context, the fundamentals never change.  So for this month, we will again get an overview of what every responsible adult 

should have in their possession.

To start things off, much to your surprise I’m sure, is the Revocable Living Trust (RLT).  Yes, health-care directives, durable 

power of attorney, guardianship nomination; these should all be at your disposal!  You have heard us preach about it for 

years.  How many times have I had clients come in ready to execute the most elaborate asset protection plan, not once even 

thinking about the basic RLT. Can you do an asset protection plan without an RLT?  Yes.  

Should you? No!  

One can theoretically bypass steps in many endeavors in life, but estate planning isn’t one of them.  So an RLT is the 

foundation, and it will remain so for the foreseeable future. 

Do you own a business?  Then, incorporation is your next step.  The reality is, a limited liability company (LLC) is often 

times the most recommended one, but by far is it not the only option.  There are several factors that come into play when 

making such a decision.  This, for whatever it is worth, should be determined with legal counsel (yours truly      ), as he / she 

may offer you insights you may never have even thought about.  

There is this old fable about a plumber who was called in to fix an overwhelming problem that this big outfit was having in 

its building.  After many failed attempts by various companies and countless hours in finding a solution, no one was able to 

figure it out.  This old gentleman comes in, looks at a few pipes, knocks it around in various spots, then ends up turning a 

few screw.  Voila, problem solved.

The plumber then hands over his $10,000 invoice, much to the outfit’s outrage.  “But you were only here for 10 minutes to 

solve the problem.  The gentleman replies “It took me 10 years to be able to resolve a problem in 10 minutes!”  So, there is 

something to be said about experience.

…  And no, this is not my way of saying we charge high fees by the way!       I just say it directly!  

In the coming months, we will elaborate on asset protection strategies, retirement funds, and investment tools you can use 

as you accumulate years of wisdom.  As always, it is with great pleasure to be back and servicing you and your family.  

See you this calendar year!
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Book Review
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The Fourth Turning 
by William Strauss and Neil Howe
The Fourth Turning: What the Cycles of History Tell Us about 
America’s Next Rendez-vous with Destiny.  That is a mouthful all 
right!      This is a very interesting read because of the astonishing 
predictions the authors make.  However much of a skeptic you 
may be when questioning individuals who predict the future, one 
thing cannot be denied.  These authors have done their homework.  
In the writing of this book, they have gone back five hundred 
years to uncover what they have classified as a pattern.  In 
short, they claim that modern history moves in cycles, each one 
lasting about the length of a lifetime, and each composed of a 20 
(approximately) year cycle.  As if this was not incredible enough, 
they demonstrate that of these cycles, aka turnings, last about 
twenty years… And in the same order!

First is what is called the High.  This is a time when confidence 
sweeps the nation, and a new expansion takes place of the old 
regime.  This is usually a time of growth and vision for a nation.  
Then, comes what is called an Awakening.  As with everything, 
the new then becomes old.  This is a time when the people begin 
a phase of rebellion.  In search for greater meaning, spirituality is 
often drawn upon for answers.

Then, the Unravelling.  This is an increasingly troubled era when 
individualism takes over crumbling institutions.  This is the time 
when economic crisis comes to the mind of many.  Which then 
leads to the last turning, known as the Crisis.  Maybe we should 
end there, the name says it all!

Just like nature’s winter, the fourth turning is unstoppable.  So 
you must be prepared for it no matter how much you think it 
can be prevented.  For better or for worse, guess what the 
authors predict the time we are in?  This phase can be brief but 
severe, mild, or long and difficult.  Looking at the way the U.S. 
has prevented a recession by printing more money, it appears we 
will be facing a rather… lengthy cycle ahead of us.  By no means 
should you look at it as a downer.  Much like Marcus Aurelius, we 
may not always be able to prevent what happens to us, but we are 
100% in control of what we can do and think about it. 

Are you up for the challenge?  We want 2019 to be your greatest 
year yet.  This doesn’t mean that it will all be rosy.  What we do 
want you to focus on is your learning curve, and to become free 
of outcome.  Focus on the journey.  Good luck to us all!
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Business / Health / Wealth

Make Your Bed!
The title is not typo, and more importantly, we mean it literally.  Let us 
look at what most of us entrepreneurs look like on an average day – 
we wake up to screaming kids, we immediately feel the result of our 
sleep deprivation, we hurry to get the kids ready to go to school, we 
answer the ‘urgent’ e-mails before heading out the door, and the list 
goes on.  That’s not even the first 2-3 hours of the day for most of us.  
Something has to change!
It begins with the belief and desire that things do not have to be that 
way.  Yes, we all want a more lucrative business.  We all want a better 
business, but it’s also about being a better human.  Thus, you need 
to start on the right footing.  Why would something as insignificant 
as making your bed have any bearing you may wonder?
First, it sets the tone for the day.  One simple task ahead of you, and 
one you have completed.  Psychologically, it puts you in the right 
frame of mind.  No bright blue lit screen staring at you, no halitosis 
kids breathing in your face.  Just one simple task, make your bed.
Second, it engrains good habit formation.  People often associate 
success with some type of massive action or overhaul of some horrible 
habits.  The reality is much simpler than that, but therein lies the 
hidden danger.  Due to the simplicity of it all, most people simply 
don’t bother doing anything about it.  The secret is this – simply 
change your bad daily routines with small healthy habits.  Making 
your bed is a starter.  Eating a healthier breakfast is another.  Not 
looking at your phone first thing when you wake up is yet another 
step.  
Start to approach life in small, achievable increments, and before you 
know it, you will have achieved a radical change in lifestyle for the 
better.  For 2019, do not let yourself be overwhelmed by your lofty 
aspirations.  Quite the contrary, you want them to be your driving 
force!  How you think about it daily however can make the whole 
difference between success or failure.
Take the time to slow down just a bit, get an attitude readjustment, 
and 2019 will be yours!  This is a journey we will travel together 
on, so let us know how you progress along.  We want you to start the 
year strong, so call us at 714-966-2646 to get your plan started or 
updated.  
As always, we are happy and humbled to be at your service.  See you 
soon!

Continued from page 1 
I myself am back with a new sense of rejuvenation.  Not simply because we are in January, but the goal is to keep growing outside your 
comfort zone.  For those of you who know me, change was always something I would steer away from if I could, but not anymore!  I 
welcome it with open arms.  And I want to encourage you to do the same this year.  
See you soon!  Call us to schedule your estate planning meeting at 714-966-2646!
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When Did New Year’s Day Celebration Start?

The first time New Year’s Day was celebrated on January 1st was when people started using the Julian calendar.  However, it became 
obsolete and unpracticed in the “Middle Ages” even by those who had used the new calendar. 

They didn’t celebrate it on the first day of January because the Sosigenes and Julius Caesar failed calculating the right value for the solar 
year being 365.242199 and not 365.25 days.  What followed was an 11 minute per year error adding seven days each year by the year 1000, 
and then 10 days by the mid part of the 15th century.

To address the problem, Christopher Clavius was commissioned by Pope Gregory XIII of the Roman Church to create a new calendar.  

The Gregorian calendar was then implemented in 1582. It created a new rule that only one of every four centennial years must be a leap 
year.  Since then, New Year’s Day was once again being celebrated on January 1st.  How’s that for a little history?  Make 2019 be your best 
year yet!
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caught up in the daily grind of things, you can get 
caught up with just making it through the week; 

  .evisule raeppa semitemos slaog gniveihca taht

strategies I use, as well as my personal overview 
of the economy. Some of these tips may appear 
a bit rudimentary, but remember that the most 
successful techniques are not always the most 
complex.  Rather, it is in the implementation that 
you will find an abundance of success.  
Let us discuss the obvious, the state of the 
economy.  With Greece’s meltdown this summer, 
and with Italy and Spain not too far behind, 

  .dloh nac .S.U eht gnol woh rednow yam eno
Worse still, if you had the opportunity to go to 
Europe this summer, you realized how horrible 
the exchange has been. Take a look at the market, 
gold is reaching unprecedented prices.  I might 
sound contrarian, but I believe investing in gold is 

usually runs along the line of the following 
“Should the world economy collapse, then we 

there has been such a meltdown was as far back 
as the Roman time. Needless to say, technology  
has evolved significantly since. Should the  
government find itself in such a dire predicament, 
I guarantee you we would go to printing money 

would go on bartering for services.  My point 
is, do not get sucked into the media frenzy for 
the long-term. Investments should be steady and 
boring, such as a money mutual market. 
E�ciency, one of my favorite topics. Be it in my 
personal or professional life, I aim for creating 

time to get accustomed to, it has revolutionized 
my e�ciency. More importantly, it has freed up 
more time for me to dedicate myself to other 

having worked for a firm – I had learned to track 
my time at 15 minute increments, and let me tell 
ya’, you learn a lot about your work ethic when 
such scrutiny comes into play.  
Personal growth – As a professional, many might 

  .worg dna daer ot flesym enilpicsid llits I si hturt

my evolution, I make it a point to learn about 
other fields and interests. Learning about other 
individuals in their respective fields, the history 
behind monuments; these stories help broaden 

   .dlefi ym nihtiw em seripsni osla tub ,weiv ym
Lastly, do not make it a “passive” reading, write 
down your favorite sections and review them 

take you places.

an Estate Planning Attorney 
  .rebmeM lesnuoC htlaeW dna

She is a Personal Family 
Lawyer who is passionate about 

  osla idahS .seilimaf gnitcetorp

representing Juveniles, Veterans, 
& Active Military in CA. She 

serves her community as a Big Sister for Big Brothers, 

Symphony Board Member.
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“Many of life’s failures 
were people who did  
not realize how close 
they were to success 
when they gave up.”   

       

Announcement

Hopefully you were able to attend Patrick’s great talk on October 8th at the 

having one of her own Have You Asked? Estate and Financial Seminar Series, 
November 10th, 6 pm in the Irvine area, location TBP. It will once again be a fun-
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 November 10th, in the Irvine area, 
location TBP, Not only will you continue to learn and part  
with great tips from our attorney, she will make it light and 
fun (as usual)! More importantly, she will focus on Mothers  
with young children on how to prevent Child Protective 
Services from ever coming into your home should anything 

She will further discuss the importance and type of insurance most  
to young families!  Do not miss this!  She will show you how to attain 
if not millions of dollars in insurance for pennies.  

Preparing for Medi-Cal

In our previous newsletters, I discussed at length the ramifications of not being informed about 
Medi-Cal, the consequences it may have on your family members, and the potential liability 
you leave open on your estate.  Getting old is not an easy thing.  Carrying the financial exposure 
that may come with it can quickly dwindle your life savings, as well as deplete your loved ones’ 
nest egg.  Individuals with a net worth of a million (you read right!) can still qualify for Medi-
Cal, you just need to be informed on the techniques available to you as a consumer, but most 

could assist you in getting qualified that much faster…

1.  Bank Statements  

Coming from an attorney, what a shocker right?  Hardly, the point is you should have in your possession as many as 
the most recent 30 bank statements at your disposal. Even though many clients complain about the paper digging 

for your counselor to be informed on how to tackle your “excess” assets before a Medi-Cal agent.

2.  Any Estate Planning Documents

Having a fully funded, well drafted Revocable Living Trust 
is primordial for any family.  However, when contemplating 
Medi-Cal, it is also important to determine how your assets are 
currently held, and whether some re-organization needs to take 
place in order to help the qualification process

3.  Veteran

For everything our men and women of our services sacrifice 
for our country, providing them additional aid in their old age 
should be the minimum the government should do on their 
behalf.  And they do, but certainly no one goes out of their 

any capacity, it is important for you to let it be known; as you 
could qualify for additional funding not available to the general 
population.
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